
Provide on-site IT and OT 

cyber training for people 

across your organization

CyberPod

On-site, real-life training

Training takes place at your own premises, 

and is based on our database of hundreds 

of real-life scenarios, adapted to your 

actual work environment, infrastructure 

and technology.

Range of programs

Our extensive range of programs have been 

designed to suit the existing cyber readiness 

and skill level of people across your 

organization, from general employees, to 

executives and senior managers, to IT and 

cybersecurity professionals.

Hands-on experience

Your personnel take part in impactful 

training in which they face complex, 

persistent cyberattacks, and learn to 

detect, contain and mitigate cyberattacks 

on your organization.
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Real-time and post-training feedback

Training is powered by our Red Team of 

hacking experts - themselves former 

members of government security agencies – 

who share their insights to help 


enhance performance.
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CyberPod

Setting up a dedicated CyberPod training 

arena facility enables you to give your 

personnel hands-on experience in detecting, 

containing and mitigating cyberattacks on 

your organization, without having to leave your 

premises.


Participants connect remotely to one of the 

cyber training arenas in our global network, to 

access a variety of training programs that have 

been designed to suit the existing cyber 

readiness and skill level of people across your 

organization.


Participants encounter scenarios inspired by 

real-life cyberattacks and run by our 

professional team of Red Hat hackers, adapted 

to your technological environment, industry 

and threat model. Facing complex, persistent 

challenges, they will learn essential new skills 

and information that will improve their 


cyber readiness.
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Optional OT Extension A cyberattack on your 

operational technology - the hardware and 

software that monitors and controls how 

physical devices perform - can be devastating 

to your entire organization. CybergymIEC offers 

an OT extension to your CyberPod - complete 

with relevant infrastructure, physical models, 

cybersecurity tools, OT/SCADA security 

knowhow and attack vectors - so that your 

personnel  can learn how to identify, contain 

and mitigate a diverse range of attack 

scenarios on industrial control systems. 

Developed in collaboration with the IEC, Israel’s electric 

company, our OT training is carried out on highly-complex 

operational infrastructure. Emulating your industrial 

control system networks, the model covers relevant 

operational and organizational network infrastructures, 

including OT firewalls, HMIs (human-machine interfaces), 

PLCs (programmable logic controllers), HVACs (heating, 

ventilation, and air conditioning) and more.

CyberPod
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Specifications

Is CyberPod right for you?

Our platform has been designed to suit the needs and capacity ofK

^ Mid-size corporate9

^ Service provider9

^ Government9

^ Integrators



that have facilities across multiple sites.

Training Level Basic Awareness –> Advanced

Personnel Requirement 


– Client Side
Trainers & Technical

Personnel Delivered by CybergymIEC Red Team

Facility Requirements 100-150 SQM

No. of Trainees 15-25

Support Availability Normal Office Hours

Value-added Services

You will receive a coupon worth $20,000 to 

be redeemed against a limited range of 

CybergymIEC value-added services. 


The coupon is valid for 12 months from the 

date you purchase your CyberPod.

Access to World Cyberwarfare Arena 

database and marketing tools

CyberPod
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About CybergymIEC

CybergymIEC provides tailored cyber-training 

solutions and value-added services  to 

organizations around the world. With the most 

relevant threat model and a technological 

environment configured to your technological 

setup, we make sure your people gain the 

experience they need, as individuals and as a 

team, qualifying your general workforce and 

executives, through an all-inclusive 

organization-wide solution.

Contact us:


cybergymiec.com | sales@cybergym.com

Founded in 2013 by experienced 

veterans of Israel’s prestigious 

intelligence organizations, 

CybergymIEC gives you peace of 

mind knowing that your teams are 

always ready, and cyber 

investments are maximized.

CyberPod


